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EYEGLASS VISOR 
This light as a feather visor attaches to your glasses. It arches over your sight line and 

does not obstruct your peripheral vision. It is machine washable and will even float your 
glasses in the water! 

 
Currently available in ten colors and three prints:    WHITE   PINK   NAVY BLUE    

LIGHT BLUE   ROYAL BLUE   RED   BLACK   TAN    PURPLE   JADE    
CAMOFLAGUE   LEOPARD   ZEBRA 

 
Available blank, souvenir name dropped or with custom printing. See all of the colors and 

display options at: www.MoreSales.com 
 

UNIT COST:    1DZ                100DZ               1,000DZ          10,000DZ 
BLANK            $0.95                $0.80                  $0.70                $0.55 
PRINT             $1.45                $1.25                  $1.00                $0.75 

 
CUSTOM (Eye Level Advertising)     50 unit minimum    See pricing and all details on the 

CUSTOM page at www.MoreSales.com 
 

 
 

MERCHANDISING is essential for this product. Two clear acrylic displays are available. 
3dz stand upright per row. 

TWO ROW (6dz)                             FOUR ROW (12dz) 
$30 offset with visors at cost             $35 offset with visors at cost 
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